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Abstract

This thesis discu:;ses some lllajor physical problems with regard to high-speed current steering
Digital-to-Analog Converters (DAC:;) and in relation to the increased segmentation.
In order to analyze these phY'sical issues a 12-bit CI\10S Digital-to-Analog Converter (DAC),
ba•..,cd on another converter with a different segmentation, was created. The circuit is designed
specifically for the Philips CI\10518 O.18/l,m, process. TIlt' DAC is based on a fully differential
current steering topology. The full-scale output voltage is 0.5 v~p over a double terminated 50
n load.
The ahove-defined design is the basis for a sinmlation to analyze the segmentation impact on
the DAC's performance. This simulated DAC converts the seven Most Significant Bits (1:1SBs)
into a thermometer code controlling 127 current, sources. The remaining five Least Significant
Bits (LSBs) control five binary-sealed current sonrces. The MSBs are encoded by mean:; of a
decoding circuit witch consists of a row and column decoder. The decoder uses 1\10S Current
l\:1ode Logic to reduce the noise on the power :;upply. Each decoded bit goes trough the following
components: a ma,'iter-slave latch, a buffer and a current source cell. In the current source cell
a clouble cascade stage is used, to isolate the switches from the output a'i well as the current
SOlUTe transistor.
This work shows that in this specific case were the building blocks that are used are the same,
the performance decreases. \Vith other limiting conditions the performance lllay change.
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Introduction

The use of digital techniques has continuing to increase over the past years, and as a result
the demand for analog-to digital and digital-to-analog converten; (ADCs and DACs) has abo
increased.
Nowadays the application:,; for DACs include high-speed communication, instrumentation and
data acquisition systems. In these instances. the conversion speed and the accuracy of the
DACs are very crucial. The choice between the conversion speed and the accuracy depends on
the intell<led application. If high accuracy/resoilltion is required, such as with digital audio
applications. more time is required for tllP conversion. However if a high conversion rate is
required. n.'; with high-speed comnlllnication or video signal processing. the resolution must be
:,;acrit1ced. Between these two extremes a compromise has to be found; the higher the resolution.
the lower the achievable conversion speed and visa versa. The DAC architecture determines the
re:,;olution and speed of the DAC.

This thesis will discuss some major physical prohlellis with regard to high-speed current
steering Digital-to-Analog Converters (DACs) and in relation to the DAC's architecture.
The limits on the performance of the designed high-speed DAC will be analyzed.
The goal is to create a high-speed current steering DAC with a optimal segmentation with
regard to its performance.

In order to analyze these physical issues a 12-bit CMOS Digital-to-Analog Converter
(DAC). based on another converter with a different segmentation, was created.
This design is made in CIvIOS 0.18 1l7T1, which has the advantage of having a. smaller size and
nses less power compared to bipolar technology. CtvIOS circuits can also be easily implemented
with digital circuits in a mixed signal environment.
The components, which are based on an earlier design. have been partially redesigned in an
attempt to uperatize the DAC. The resnlts of this analysis will be compared to the results
of the previous design. In order to insure a valid comparison the same basic components are used.

This thesis consists of the following two parts:
Problem analysis and modeling: In this part the plwsical problems will he analyzed.
The design: This part describes t.he design and the results will be discllssed and compared with
another design.

11



Part I

Problem analysis and modelling
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Chapter 1

Digital-to-Analog conversion

Digital-to-Analog converters can be designed for applications ranging from low-speed high
resolution to high-specu low-rcsolutiOlI. There arc mauy books about this topic: which describe a
large variety of DAC arehitectmes [11 [2]. For low-speed high-resoll1tion converters oversampling
converters are normally used. For high-speed converters Nyquist-rate converters are used.

The basic fuuction of a Digital-to-Analog Converter (DAC) is to constmct an analog
signal from its digital input code. A basic circuit diagram of a DAC is shown in figure 1.1. The
digital iuput code consists of a number of bits.
The digital input is a discrete-time and discrete-amplitude signal. The DAC couverts this signal
into a discrete amplitude continues time-signal

n Decoder

fs, N

w(n)
DT

CT
u(t)
filter

s(t)

Figure 1.1: Block diagram of a Digital-to-Analog converter

In the time domain. the output appearH as a Heries of modulated rectangular pubes whose width
is equal to the reciprocal of the sampling (update) rate fs = A.

s(t)

sen
A . u(t) (:) L w(n)6(t - nTs ),

A· U(f) I~) L WU -II,' fs)

(1.1)

(1.2)

where w(n) is the input couc, 6(t) and ll(t) arc the delta pulse and the unit step function,
o staIHlH for convolution and A is the gain. The capital letters denote the frequency domain

15



16 CHAPTER 1. DIGITAL-YO-ANALOG CON1fERSION

functions.
Dne to the use of rectangnlar pulses the freqnency spectrum is now modified by the sine roll-off
response (sin(x)/x), in which zeros or nulls, appear at the sampling-rate multiples [5]. The sine
function effect in the frequency domain is shown in the figure 1.2.

Signal frequency spectrum

dB

31 2
Normalized frequency

0.5

-3.92

o

Figure 1.2: Spectrum of the sine function

In the case of an ideal digital-to-analog converter, this sinc response acts as a filter that slightly
modifies the amplitude of the fundamental reconstructed signal. In some digital communication
systems an inverse sine filter or pqualizer Dlllst correct this amplitude sl1ping. R.econstl'llction
of the sampled signal typically requires elimination of the image freqnencies, either to enhance
the dynamic range of a reconstructed analog signal or to limit the bandwidth of a digit.ally
generated comllllmieation signal.
DACs can be made in several different architectures. All t.he different architectures are based
on t.he electrical quantities usecl: charge, voltage and current. In this design a current steering
architecture is used, because this architecture is much faster compared to other architectures.
such as resistor ladder or capaci tor architectures. The current steering architecture is fast
because this architecture docs not require a output bufl'cr. The usc of a buffer limits the
performance with respect to speed.
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In the following sections the current steering DAC architecture, including the relevant errors,
will be analyzed.

1.1 Current steering D / A Converter

The basic principle of current steering DACs is the smnmatiou of currents according to the
inpnt. The special case of a binary current steering converter is shown in figure 1.3. The current
sources are connected parallel to each other. These current sources are connected to switches;
the switches connect the current source to the output node. The switches are controlled by the
input code of the DAC. The output current of the DAC is therefore proportional to the input
code word. The output node of the DAC is connected to a resistor. This resistor converts the
outpnt current of the DAC into a voltage.

Figure 1.3: Circuit diagram of a basic binary current steering Digital-to-Analog converter

1.1.1 Binary weighted current steering D / A Converters

In the binary weighted current steering DAC the current sources, as shown in figure 1.3, are
scaled according to the binary principle. This means that output current of the i th current source
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is equal to 2; . hsn, where hsn is the current of the Least-8iguificallt Bit (L8B). The output
of an ideal N -bit binary weighted current steering DAC is given by

Iollt(x) 2(N-I) hSB . bN-I + ... + 2hsB . bl + hSB . bo
hSB'X,

(1.3)

where X is the digital input. given by

N-I

X = 2(N-l) , bN-I +,., + 2· bl + bo = L 2m
, bill'

m=O

(1.4)

where b is the iuput code applied to the couverter.
The advant.age of this topology is that it is simplp, for a 12-bit couverter there are Duly 12 current
sources needed and an equal number of switches. In addition there is no need for decoding logic,
all switches arc controlled directly by the iuput bits,
Therp are a l11unher of disadvantages with this topology [1]. One disarlvautage is the required
matching requirements for a. binary scab1 converter the i\10st-8ignificant Bit (1\188) has to
be matched within ~ Least-Siguificaut Bit (L813) to the sum of all oth(>r bits. This is difficult
to achieve, because of thp spread, such matching cannot be guaranteed for a 12 bits converter,
Therefore this architecture does not guarantee lllonotonicity. \Vhen a converter is non-lllonotonic
a local sign change of the transfer characteristic slope occurs. l\:lonotouicity rnay be paraphrased
as 'larger input obtains larger output. Anot her disadvantage is becam;p of the large ratio between
the L8B and the l\JSB it is difficult to synchronize the switching. Matching is an issue for all bit.
transitions, but the severity of the problem is proportioual to the weight of the bit, resulting in a
typical differential nonlinearity (DNL) plot, as shown in figure 1.4a. Another main disadvantage
is the mid-code transition (0 111 111 111 ---> 1 000 000 (00) the dynamic behavior of the switches.
such as the large differellce between the switches, the binary weighted DAC can create glitches.
as those shown in figure lAb.

DNl

Input Code

(a)

y
--------i~... time

(b)

Figure 1.-l: Matching and glitch problems of a binary-weighted DAC
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At the half scale trallsition the most significant current source is switched on / off amI the
other N-l current SOlUTes are switched off / on. If the current sourcps are constmcted wit.h unit
current. cells each switching a current of 1£8B. Assuming normal distribution for each current
source with a standard deviation of (}(J) then the mid scale step ()( Il1) is determined by [9]

(1.5)

where I is the current switched by each current source and N is the number of bits. This (}(IlI)
gives an approximation for the DNL.
Generally fully binary scaled converters do not exceed ten bits of resolution, due to mismatches
in the reference scales. Higher resolutions require laser trimming or splf-calibration techniques
[2].

1.1.2 Thermometer code D/A Converters

Another topology is the US(' of t.hel'lnonll'ter code DAC. In this topology all the current. sources
draw the same current. The binary input code is first converted into a thermometer code.
The thermomet.er code then controls the switches of t.he currcut. sources. For a N-bit. converter
2N

- 1 current sources are m'(~ded. This topology has several advant.ages compared wit.h the
binary weighted t.opology One of the advantages is t.hat the converter is gnaranteed monotonic.
Because, assuming that all current sources are positive, the analog output is always increased as
the digital input increases. Another advantage is that glitches are non existent. At t.he mid-code,
a l-LSB transition (0 111 111111 ---> 1000 000 000). only one CUrTent source has to switeh as the
digital input. only increases by one. Also t.he matching requirement is less strict: 50% matching
of the unit current source is good enough for DNL of 0.5 LSB.
Performing similar calculations as in equation 1.5 the thermometer code architect.ure gives the
following result.s,

(1.6)

where I is t.he current of ea.ch current source. The error between the two consecutive codes is
the deviation of the additional current sources.
Thermometer code topology also has several disadvantages. One of the disadvantages is the
complexity of the design for a full single ended thermometer code DAC with 12 bits. -l095
current sources and switches are needed. This results in a large IC layout, which possihly results
in matching problems, and a larger timing uncertainty of the switches.

1.1.3 Thermometer/Binary code D / A Converters

In most designs a combination of binary and thermometer code weighted DACs are used. The
thermometer code is used for the tvISBs and the binary code for the LSBs. This is called the
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segmentation, 0% segmentation means a fully binary converter and 100% segmentation means
a full thermometer-code converter. An important question is the optimum point. for the number
of binary bits and the number of thermometer code bit.s.
A thermometer code current source is called a unit. current source in this thesis the current of
this unit is equal to IT = 2[3 . ILS'H. The current of the smallest binary current. source is equal
to hSB.

The advantages of the binary and the thenllometer code DAC can be combined by choosing the
segmentation. The DAC can t.hen be optimized with respect t.o the performance, area, power
and other issues.
If the segmentation decrea.'.;es then the area and power needed is reduced when the same com
ponents are used such as the drivers and latches, but the glitches will increa."e.
If on the other hand the segmentation is increased then the power and the area increases also
amI the glit.ches decrease. If all components arc kept the SaIm'.

Other effects snch as dynamics and timing uncert.ainty are also influenced hy t.he segmentation.
The question is the amount of influellce on the performance of the DAC wit.h respect to the
segmeutation is.



Chapter 2

Characterization of the performance

It is very important to characterize a DAC performance in the time-domain, but most of the
characterization is clone in the frequency domain. The characterization can also be divided into
static and dynamic ])ropertips [:}][1].

The static properties are given by the settied output values, and are often too optimistic to
determine the true performance of the converter. Static performance is nonnaJly specified with
four parameters: offset error, gain error, Integral Non-Linearity and Differential Non-Linearity.
There are many books which define these parameters [2] [3] [5]. In this thesis the static
characteristics INL and DNL are given.

Dynamic properties are given by the transition between two states, hence the slewing,
glitches, time skew, etc. In most high-speed applications it is mostly the dynamic performance
that determines the quality of the converter. Static performance gives Willally the best-case
performance. Different parameters are used to characterize the dynamic performance of the
device, such as the Total Harmonic Distortion (THD), Spurious-Free Dynamic Range (SFDR),
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) and the Signal-to-Noise-and Distortion Ratio (SNDR).
Frequency-domain performance specifications provide the most encompassing specifications
since all the dynamic and static non-linearities will manifest themselves as distortion and noise.
which can be easily identified in the frequency domain [5].

The true performance of the DAC is determined by the complete signal with settling times,
glitches am] charge feecIt.hrough. These transients are signal dependent and therefore of a
dynamic nature [1]. These error sources have a large impact on the performance of the DAC. If
the signal and clock frequency increase, so will the impact on the dynamic performance.

In this work a nlUnber of static and dynamic characteristics are used to deterrnine the perfor-

21



22 CHAPTER 2. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE PERFORMANCE

mance of the DAC. A number of these characterizations are given below [18].

2.1 Quantization effect

Representing an analog signal with a finite number of bits (N) creates a difference (error) between
the analog quantity and its digital representation. Each added bit of digital representation
(resolution) halves this quantization error. If 6. is the value of the least significant bit (L8B), it
can be proven that this quantization error, often referred to as noise, will have a peak-to-peak

amplitude equal to 6. and a nns value about equal to Ifi [2]. Despite the fact that a DAC
does not add qnantization noise as an ADC does, hecause the quantization is already in the
digital signal applied to the DAC, it still determines the maximum signal-to-noise ratio at the
analog output.
This quantization "llOise' inherently limits the nwxinmll1 Signal-to-Noisc Ratio (SNR) of any
digitized waveform. Sinusoidal signals are often uSl'd to characterize a data converter, hence it
is interesting to calculate the ideal signal-to-noise' ratio (SNR) with sn(:h au iuput signal. The
maximum amplitude without dipping of a sinnsoidal input signal is approximately 6.. 2N - J and
as a result the average power of the sine wave becomes

(2.1)

(2.2)

where 6. is the quantization step and N the number of bits. The power of the quantization noise
is equal to [2] [18]

T
2 1 r 2 2

Pq = f'fII"s = T Jo E(t) ilt - fo.s ,

where fo.s is the offset error and eqnal to ~. f is the difference between the quantized signal and
the non-quantized signal. If we assume that the noise is uniformly distributed then,

~ iT (~. 6.rilt - (~r
6.2

12'

The maximal SNR of an ideal cOllverter with a full scale sinusoidal input signal is

\Vhich can also given in the well know expression

SNR = 6.02N + 1.76dB,

For a 12 bit convert.er the maXiUllJIIl signal-to-noise ratio is eqnal to 74 dB.

(2.3)

(2.4)

(2.5)
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2.2 INL and DNL

The DNL and INL express the deviation from the straight line as shown in figure 2.1 DNL
expre:,;ses how much the difference in output level between two adjacent codes deviates from the
ideal LSB step ~. The INL expresses the total deviation of an analog value from the ideal value.
The ideal line is the line corrected for gain and offset errors.

DAC DC transfer with errors
6..---------r----.,--------.----~__..,

"-ldeallnlnsfer function corrected lor
gain and offsellllTOl'

5
a:;
>
~

Ql
'0

.~4
a.
E
I1l

2

3 4
Input value

5 6

Figure 2.1: Non ideal characteristic of a DAC showing INL and DNL

The DNL and INL at step k are defined by [18]

A~. - Ak - 1

a. . tl
Ak

a· tl'

where tl is the LSB step and a is the input value corrected for offset and gain error.
Usnally the worst case DNL and INL are given by

(2.6)

(2.7)

DNL

INL

Illax. {IDNLkl},
kEl. .. iIi

max. {IINLkl},
kEl. .. N

(2.8)

(2.9)
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2.3 Total Harmonic Distortion (THD)

The total harmonic distortion (THD) is the ratio of the total harmonic distortion power and
the power of the fundamental in a certain frequellcy band. i.e.

Lk~2 Ph'T H D = 10 . lao' - .010 P" .

where Pk is the power of the k-th harmonic, ancl P~ is the power of the signal.

2.4 Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR)

(2.10)

The si~nal-to-noiscratio (S:'JR) is the ratio hetween the power of the fundamcntal and the total
noise power within a certain frequency hand, excluding the harmonic components,

. P.
SNR = 10 ·log!O-'

P"

whcre P" is the signal power and Pn is the noise power.

2.5 Signal-to-Noise and Distortion Ratio (SNDR)

(2.11)

The signal-to-noise-and-distortion ratio (SNDR) is the rat.io between the power of the funda
mental and the total noise and distortion power,

where Ph is the power of the k-th harmonic.

(2.12)
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2.6 Spurious Free Dynamic Range (SFDR)

25

The spurious-free dynamic range (SFDR) is the ratio between the power of the signal and the
power of the largest spurious (unwanted) tone within a certain frequency band, as shown in
figure 2.2. SFDR is usually expressed in dB as

PsSFDR = 10 . log10 -,
p."

(2.13)

where P.. is the power of the signal and P:r is the power of the largest spurious component.

~ ---------

i
SFDR

frequency

Figure 2.2: Definition of SFDR



Chapter 3

Physical limitations of
Digital-to-Analog Converters

In this section, a number of dynamic issues will be discussed. DAC limitations stem from var
ious causes. The physical problems arc also related to the segmentation. If the segmentation
changes the effect of some problems will increal->e while as for other problems the effect on the
output. performance will decrease. The effects of these physical limitations ,vill also determine
the optimum segmentation.
Some of the main error causes that limit the performance of the current-steering DAC is listed
below [3]:

• Matching errors - Due to variations in the creation process the oxide thickness, thresh
old voltage, transistor widths. etc. vary over the chip area. Identical designed transistors
become lmmatehed, which affects the linearity. The matching determines the accuracy in
the current SOlUTes and the dynamic behavior of the switches. Both set accuracy bound
aries in a different way.

• Time skew - Due to the non-ideal s\vitches and different capacitive loads on different bits,
because of matching errors, there will be a time skew between the bits. This introduces
current or voltage peaks, referred to as glitches.

• Finite output impedance - The influence of a finite output impedance of the DAC
affects the linearity of the converter. This is primarily caused by the fact that the output
impedance of is signal-dependent.

• Settling errors - \Vhen there is not enough time to settle a settling error can occur. This
settling error can be signal dependent, and introduce distortion.

• Charge feedthrough - Due to the capacitive coupling in the current switches between
the switching signals and. the current output, charge will be induced into the output nodes.

27
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3.1 Floorplan of a current steering DAC

The DAC created in this design uses a floorplan as given in 3.1. This figure shows the general
structure. The inpnt buffers first buffers the input signal. After the input has been buffered the
thermometer code is created wit.h the oecoder. The oata is then synchronized with t.he latches
and butTered in t.he drivers. The drivers then st.eer t.he ontput switches of the current somce
cells.
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Figure 3.1: Floorplan of the DAC

The complete design is made differentially. The logic is implemented in 1108 Current Mooe
Logic (MCML). This type of logic has a several advantages over t.he standard CMOS logic,
as will be explained in the second part of this thesis. After the data is decoded the data is
synchronized with a ma.'it.er slave lat.ch configurat.ion. The master slave latches are optimized
with respect to timing accuracy, power and area. It is import.ant that all the bits are properly
synchronized. otherwise t.he performance of the DAC decreases. The same applies for t.he driver
and the current. source cells. The drivers steer the current source cells. The drivers are optirnized
for speed and steering of the current source cells. The current sources needs to be accurate to
achieve the resolution. It also needs to be fast to be able to achieve the required high-speed.

3.2 Current source mismatch

In un actual implement.at.ion the current sources will differ form their designed values due to t.he
mismatch errors. Because of this the out.put current of the current sources will not he correct.
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l\Iismatch errors can not ue corrected by the use of differential signals, uut in literature a rnuuuer
of methodH are given to compenHate graded miHmatch errorH [22] [4]. In current Hteering DACH
mismatch based errors tend to be dominant.
The output signal will be diHtorted by the mismatch of the unit current sources, since the
matching error iH RSHociated with a certain bit. ThiH will result in a Hignal dependent output
error.
The luatching errors of a current source cau ue modelled a.o's an additional curreut Hource in
parallel with the nominal current source. aH shown in figure 3.2.

I 81

Figure :t2: Ivlodel for the miHlwltch of the current HOlllTe

The RJ:isumption iH made that the ideal output current is given by f, and each current source
has a matching error of <5Is . The actual output current for each unit current source becomes

I.. = f. + <51.. ,

the relative matching of the current Homce iH equal to

(3.1)

(3.2)

The matching errors are assumed to be Gaussian distributed with zero mean and a variance of
a s2 . The SNDR for a N-bit converter with a full Hcale input signal iH then given by [18]

In dB this is equal to

S'NDR = 6.02· N + 1.76 - 10 ·loglO(1 + 3· a/ .2N +1
) dB.

(3.3)

(3.4)

Equation 3.-1 shows that for low mismatch values the SNDR. reaches their ideal values determined
by the quantization SNDR = 6.02· N + 1.76 dB.
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Figure :1.:3: Calculated SNDR as function of the mismatch for a 12 bit DAC

3.3 MSB-LSB glitches

Especially historically the MSI3-LSI3 glitch at the mid-code transition determined the optinulIn
segmentation, see 1.1.1. In [4] a segmentation is chosen for a 10 hit converter. Based on the
MSB-LSB glitches and DNL versus the required area and power determine the segmentation
choice. The optimum segmentation, which can be found in the above mentioned publication,
can be found in figure :3...1. The strategy of this article is to maximize the segmentation ilH far as
the area and power allows. Several authors follow this guideline.
For the approximation of thl~ DNL of the segmented architecture the saUle form as the binar.','
architecture is llsed. The result for the most critical transition iH

(3.5)

where B is the segmentation. For B = 0 the DAC is full thermometer code DAC, for B = N - 1
the DAC is the full binary implementation.
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This l'vISB-LSB glitch is import.ant ill the determination of the optimal segmentation, 1111t there
are other sources of errors, which also determine the optimal segmentation. Others argue that
this is not the dominant error for high frequenc.v DACs and also because adopting this strategy
creates other problems which can be more dominant. It can be concluded that if one sees the
problem independently of other problems, the maximi7.ed segmentation is always the best option.
In comparison to the other problems that are dependent of the segmentation, this method is
not always the best solution. The maximized segmentation can cause other problenls such as
increased switching activity hence more power supply problems can occur. One can conclude
that things are not that clear. For example, timing eITors caused in the identical thermometer
unit current cells are not taken into account.

3.4 Output conductance

\Vhen the cmrent somce is made with transistors the output conductance of the cmrent source
is not zero. This non-zero output conductance contributes to a Hon-linear errol'. This is caused
because the output impedance of the DAC is not constant. anymore but a function of the code
applied to the DAC, see figure 3.5. The performance of the DAC depends on the conductance
ratio [3]

PC' = ~'~ = GSRL, (3.6)

where Gs is the output conductance of the current source and GL = 1/RL is the load conduc
tance.
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..

code'" Is

b.

Figme :3.5: a. Linearized Model of the Unit Cmrent somce with non-zero output conductance.
b. Comhination of more current source gives variable output conductance

The error cansed by the non ideal output conductance can be compensated by the use of an
amplifier, as illustrated in figure 3.6. This amplifier creates a virtual ground output node.
The load resistance is then approximately zero, R,_ :::::: 0 as a result Pc becomes zero and the
output impedance no longer contributes to a non-linear error. Unfortunately the amplifier
has a lllllnber of drawbacks such as limited speed, linearity, output voltage swing and driving
capability. This design useH a simple single transist.or buffer to shield tlw switches from the
output. The schematic and the description of this buffer will be given in the second part of this
thesis.

A(f)

Figure 3.6: Use of an amplifier to create a virtual ground
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.).5. OUTPUT CAPACn~4.NCE

In the DAC the output comluctance depends on the number of current sources conuected to the
olltput and is therefore signal dependent. The output conductance of the unit cnrrent source
has t.o be low enough so that. its influence on the INL is negligible. The output volt.age is given
by [6]

nRL
v:mt(n) = 1 + R C Iu7l ,it.

/). L 7.')

where I unit is the current of the current source, C s is the output conductance of the unit
current source and /). is the number of current sources turned on. The relation between the
output conductance of the current source and the INL error due to the conductance of the
current source, is given by [7]

') '2
INL = IlInitRL - IV

4Rs
(3.8)

where lUI/it is the LSB current. Rs = l/Cs is the output resistance of the unit current source
and N the total number of current ::iources.
The SNDR can also be expressed as a function of the conductance ratio. The SNDR does not
depend on the segmentation that is used in the DAC. The SNUR for a full scale sinusoid input
can approximated hy [18]

5'N DR = , ,1 .
6pc' (22;\+1 . (1 + k))

in dB this is equaJ to

5'NDR = -6(N - 0.-1) - 20 ·loglO PC dB. (3.10)

where PC is given by equation 3.6. The SFDR of the DAC with limited output resistance is equal
to

[
1 ] 25'FDR= 1+ , .(I+Jl+2N .pc;)PC· 2i'i-l

If we assume that Pc; is small, the SFDR can be approximated by

5'FDR = -20 ·loglOPG - 6(N - 2) dB.

(3.11)

(3.12)

Equation 3.11 shows that with the doubling of the load resistance, the conductance ratio is
doubled and the SFDR is decreased by 6 dB.
The output conductance calc.ulated in this section does not take the output capacitance of each
current source into account. The analysis given here is valid only for low frequencies.

3.5 Output capacitance

The output capacitance is just like the output resistance dependent all the input code. If the
code is changing then ah;n the ontpnt capacitance changes. In this section the capacitance
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problem is viewed with respect to the time-domain effects during switching. The output
capacitance and the outpnt resistance determine the setting time of the DAC.
The setting time is the time required for the antput of the DAC to reach the final value within
the accuracy of the DAC. If the capacitance is challged then also the s~,tting time is challged.

Figure 3.7: The capacitance changes with the setting of the switch in the unit current cell

The output capacitance is a function of the input code. The reason for this is that the capacitance
at the output of the unit cnrrent cell changes ,vhen the switch is turned on and off. From
simulation results of the design made in the second part of this thesis. the out.put capacitance
of a unit current cell is eqnal to equal t.o 3 fF when it is off and 4 fF when its on. In this design
127 of these unit current cells are s\vitched in p<twllel.
The capacitance change can be modelled by the following figure.

l,

..

on

off
code· Is

b.

CDAC = f(code)

Figure 3.8: a. Line<trizerl l\Jodel of the Unit Current cell with nOll-zero ontput capacitance, b.
Combinat.ion of more current source gives variable output capacitance

The output capacitance as function of the input code is plotted in figure ;),9. The output capac-
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itanee is calculated 'with a 7 bit thermometer code DAC as is given by

:J5

Cout

e"
Cf3

f(Code) = CL + C, ' Code + (2 B
- 1) . Cd,

Con - Coff •

Coff'

(3.13)

where B is the number of thermometer code bits. Only the difference in t.l1e capacitance (Crt)
is important. The constant output capacitance (2 8 - 1) . C;3 loads the DAC, but since it is not
signal dependent it docs not induce distortion.
There are a number problems caused by the fact that the capacitance is a function of the input
signa1. The first problem is the signal dependent rise and fall times, The second problem of the
signal dependent capacitance is it·s influence on other effect, such as cha.rge feed through.
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Figure :U): The ontput capacitance as function of the input code

3.5.1 Signal dependent rise / fall time

The capacitance at the output of the DAC is equal to the SUIll the capacitance of the load CL
and the sum of unit current cells C, capacitances, The last capacita.nce is not constant but
changes by the input, The total output capacitance is therefore equal to Couto = X ' Cr< + CL
[13]. where X is the code applied to the DAC and the load capacitance CL also includes the
constant output capacitance (2 N - 1) . Cd of the current sources. The output resistance of the
DAC. which also changes by the signal is Rollt 3:: R s / X. The setting time can be approximately
by

(3.14)
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Only the delay 7 8 . X is important because TO is constant. With a sinusoid input of a:(t) =
A + Asin(27rij t), the second order harmonic distortion is given by [13]

(3.15 )

where the function Jq (:[) defines the Bessel function of the first kind, and B is the number of
thermometer current cells, and equals 7 in this design.
To obtain useful insight, consider a 7 bit DAC loaded and with an update rate of is = SOOAISls,
i.r. T.< = 1.25nsec. The DAC clrives an external capacitance of CL = 5pF and a resistance of
RI, = 25ft Assuming that each of the 127 unit emrent cells adds a capacitance of 1 tF when it
goes from the of!' state to the all state, then T8 = O.lpsec then the SDR2 is equal to 77dB for a
illput signal of 20AIHz.
Figl1l'(~ :~.1O shows tlIP signal to second harmonic distortion as fUllction of the unit delay. For a
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Figure :3.10: Sigllal to second order harmollic distortion as function of the unit delay

small output capacitance the switching transistors at the output node should be small. On the
other halld small transistors have a negative influence on timing accuracy as will be discussed ill
section 3.7.2. The mw of an amplifier to create a virtual ground reduces the effect of the output
capacitance, but the use of an amplifier limits the DAC signal anel clock frequency. At higher
frequencies the effect of the output capacitance is dominant over the output collductance.
Another problem of the signal dependent capacitance is its effect. on other phenomena such
as charge feeelthrough. Thr charge feedthrough is influenced by the output capacitance, as is
described in the next section.
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3.6 Charge feedthrough

Charge feedthrough is another physical problem which affects the performance of the DAC. The
charge feedthrough is correlated with the input signal. The charge injected into the output node
is proportional to the number of current cells that switch.
The concept of charge feedthrough can b0 illustrated by figure 3.11. In this figure a unit current
cell is shown with the two switches, implemented with transistors. To switch the unit current
cell a switching signal is applied a,.'3shown in the above mentioned figure. Due to the capacitance
betw0en the gate and the drain an amount of charge is injected into the output node.
Two capacitances are responsible for the charge feed through. One is the overlap capacitance at
the gate to drain, and the other is the channel charge [12]. The overlap eapacitance is equal to

COl! = lV· Lov . Cov • (3.16)

where \V is the width of the switch and LOl! is the length of the overlap region between the gate
and the drain. The charge in the channel is approximated by

Approximately the half of this channel charge will be injected into the output node.
This charge injected into the output node will create an initial voltage step of

.6.V ~ .6.N . C'I1i A TT.
~ C C C' .w.V,.n,'/, + yd + oul

(3.17)

(3.18)

where COlli. is the output capacitance of the DAC which changes by the applied code word
ane! .6.N are the number of current sources, that are changing. CL is the output capacitance
connected to the DAC, and .6. V;n is the voltage swing of the signal that is driving the switches.
This initial voltage converts to zero after some time.
The capacitance Cout depends on the input code as given in section 3.5.

COllt = f(Code) = Cn . Code + (2 8 - 1) . C;1' (3.19)

where B is the number of thermometer code bits. The constant capacitance (2 B - 1) . C;3
does not give any problem and can be treated as an additional output capacitance, but the
capacitance Cer. . Code docs.
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Figure 3.11: Illustration for the charge feed through

Assuming Ca. is zero, then the output capacitance of the unit current cell would not depend on
the code input word applied to the DAC. The switching signals applied to the gates of the unit
current cell are opposite to each other, if one signal rises then the other will fall. The charge
injected into one output node is the opposite to the charge injected into the other node.
'When the capacitance Co: is not H..,:mmed zero, as is the case in this design, then the compensa
tion is not perfect. The compensation of the charge feed through now depends on the input code
applied to the DAC. In figure 3.12 the differential output voltage of a DAC is plotted with a ramp
signal applied to the input. In figure ~t 13 the signal of fignre 3.12 is magnified on three different
locations, as illustrated in the figure with circles. Figure 3.13a shows the start of the input signal
with more detail, figure 3.13b and figure 3.13c zoom in at the center and at the end, respectively.
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Fignre :tI2: Illnstration for t.he charge feedt.hrough cancellat.ion by the differential st.f11ct.nre fnll
signal

In t.he figures of 3.13 a number of things can be noted. The first is the slllall peak in the center
of each step. The second is the overshoot at. the slopes.
The figure shows in the center of each step a small peak. This peak is called clock feedthrongh,
this clock feed through is caused by t.he latching of the data for the next clock cycle by the
latches. This clock feedt.hrough docs not affect the performance of the DAC, because the
net charge induced into the output. node during one clock cycle is zero. Besides the cloek
feedthrough has frequency components which are equal to or higher than the clock frequency.
In t.he low pass filter which follows the DAC these high frequency components are filtered out.
On the other hand is their the eharge feed through. In contrast. to the clock feedthrough is their
wit.h charge feedt.hrough a net. amount. of charge injected into the output. node. This injected
charge docs affect the output signal of the DAC and hence it. affects t.he performance of the
DAC.
The other effect that can be not.ed from figure :3.13 is the charge feed through at. the st.art of
t.he steps. In figure :3.13a the charge feed through pulses at the start of the steps arc opposite to
the pulses in figure 3.13c. These pulses compensate each other at t.he center code, as shown in
figure 3.13b. The charge feedthrough and the clock feedthrough are then compensated due t.o
the different.ial structure, and the a.lmost equal output impedance.
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Charge feedthrough

a.

b.

Clock feedthrough

c.

Figure 3.13: Magnified signal of figure 3.12 at a. The beginning of the ramp, b. At the center
and c. At the end.
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I3asec! on equation :3.18 the charge injected into t.he output node is in first order proportiollal to

Qlo",t x Cgd' ~vi,,, (3.20)

where ~Vi" is the voltage swing of the signal that is driving the switches, and Cgd is the
total capacitance between the gate and the drain. The charge feedthrough call be reduced by
decreasing the Cg</, and/or by decreasing the ~vin'

To reduce the Cgd requires that the size of the switches is reduced. The size of the switches
is mainly detennined by other limitations. One of the reaSOllS not to reduce the size of the
switches is the timing spread, which can increa:,es if the size of the switch is decreased.
The charge feedthrough is also proportional to the voltage swing applied to the transistor.
\Vhen the control voltage is decreased then the allloullt of charge injected into the output
node also decreases. But the voltage swing is limited by the robustness of the DAC and DAC
speed. The voltage swing is also determined by the requirement to keep the current source in
saturation. This last requiremellt is given with more detail in section 4.4.4.

To compare the illfluence of the segmentation the assumption is made that the latches, drivers,
etc. are identical with increa."ing segmentation. \Vhen the Hegmentation increases by one bit,
then the change in the capacitance at the output node doubles, due to the double amount of
clement at the output llode. Also the nmnber of elements that are switched increase, because
for the same input code transition twice as many blocks switch. hence the charge injected into
I.he output node is doubled. Due to the larger number of elements that. are switched the effecl. of
the charge feed through also increases. Especially due to the code dependent output capacitance
of the DAC affects the charge feed through the performance of the DAC. Therefore the influence
of the charge feedthrougb on the performance of the DAC increases when the segmentation
increases.

3.7 Timing errors

In this sect.ion the effect of the timing errors on the performance of the DAC will be analyzed.
Timing errors can be classified in two groups. One type of timing errors are t.he global errors.
The other type of timing errors are local errors.

3.7.1 Global Timing errors

The global error:; are mainly cauHed hy electrical coupling between different elements. Global
timing errors are the same for all elements. Examples of this type of timing errors are clock jitter
and supply bounce. All switching chains behave in l.llC sa.me way but in a different manner for
each code [13].
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3.7.2 Local timing errors

The DAC is built with a large nlllnber of idelltieal parallel chains, see figure 3.14. A chain
consist of a latch, driver and unit current cell connected to each other. Each chain is located at
a different position on the chip, and shows a different behavior thall another chain located at
another location. Each chain behaves differently because of the limited device matching. If the
same signal is applied to these chains then they show different beha.vior. Timing delays, switch
resistance and charge injection arc relative to the chains position [13].
Consequently, t.iming error::; are caused by mismatehe::; between the different elements. The
local spatial errors again can he divided in two groups, deterministic and the stochastic with
rcspeet to space. Examples of dcteI'lliinistic tilllillg errors arc timing errors createel by the clock
net.work or by the effect of correlated load on the switches. Stochastic errors are created by
stochastic mismatches of the process parameters, such as li and ,3.

Data
det)

Clock
c(t)

Slave Latch

Figure 3.14: Local tinting error::;

"""-- 1+

1-

In this desigll of the DAC the data are synchronized by the latches. The drivers are placed
after the latches, which control the transistors at the output of the DAC. Due to stochastic:
mismatch between the different elements the data does not arrive at. the output at the ::;ame
time. If this spread in time is to large then the performance of the DAC will be reduced. The
sizes of the switches and the slope of the signal determine the timing accuracy of the DAC for a
given process. In the next section the optimum switeh size with respect to the timing accuracy
is calculated.
Process variations during manufacturing result in electrical paramet.er variations. These electri
eal parameter variations are repre::;ented in figure 3.14 as voltage sources. The voltage sources
determine the offset voltage of the driver ancl the output switches. The timing uncertainty of
only one part of the chain is taken in account. For the cnlculation of the timing accuracy the
driver and the unit current cell will be used. But the principle can apply also to the other part
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Cow

Figure 3.15; Local timing errors with LIdOS transistors

The unit current cell is driven by the driver as shown in figure 3.15. The current through the
driver is equal to ldrv aml the capacitallce of the switch of the current cell is giveu by

(3.21)

where H~"" and L"", are the width and the length of the switch, respectively. Co:,. is a process
constant that gives the gate capacitance per area. The capacitance at the output node of the
driver is giveu by

(3.22)

where COI/I'ri,." is the capacitance at the outpnt of the driver. The driver is assumed ideal, that
means that there is no timing spread caused by the driver and the transistors of the driver
behave ideal.
\Vhen the driver is switched, the current I from the cnrrent source is assumed to he constant.
\Vhen we charge or discharge a capacitor with the constant current Idru then the slope of the
:;ignal is for a single ended sigual equal to

s = Idrv •

Ctotol'
(3.23)

In the differential case the :;lope S i:; two times larger. In first order the switching sigual at the
output of driver looks like the signal given in figure 3.16.
The offset voltage, that iH cauHed by the process variation, is given by

.6.V; = Aut
t ';H/. L'

(3.24)

where Avt is a process coustant. Ad is for a modern C:MOS process smaller than lOmV . J.Lln

[21]. Equation :~.2,l shows that the offset voltage is inversely proportional to the square root of
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Figure 3.16: Switching signal

the size of the area of the switch. The larger the switches the smaller the offset voltage. hence
tlw smaller the timing spread. Unfortunately a larger switch nH'cUlS a huger capacitance. and
this results in a. smaller slope 8. The effect of the slope on the timing spread is given b.v

(3.25)

For a small timing spread the slope of t.he swit.ching signal needs to be steep. A large slope
requires a large current or a snmll capa.citance, hence small switches. For a certain current the
a optiIIlulIl can be found with respect to the timing accuracy. Tl1l' timing spread is given hy

(3.26)

This funct.ion is plotted as fnnction of the width of the switch for three currents in fignre 3.17.
The minimal value for this function is found for a given fixed COld when

(3.27)

This last equation is only optimized with respect to the timing uncertainty. No other effects,
such as charge feedthrough and on resistance. are taken in account. Also the assulIlption is made
t.hat. the switching signal can he represent.ed hy a st.raight line.
The relationship between the performance of the DAC and the timing uncertainty is given for

a full scale sinusoid is given by [13]

SDR = 3(N - 1) -lOloglll (a2isM - 9.03dB, (3.28)

where a is t.he timing spread of t.he DAC, Ii is t.he signal frequency, f. is the sample frequency.
and N is t.he number of thermomet.er bits. The SDR drops with 20dB/dec with a timing spread
a and with 10clB/dec with thc signal frequency and sample rate. For a 7 bit t.hermomcter
code converter with a sample frequency of 800 illH z, a signal frequency of 1501''11H z and an
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Figure :3.17: Timillg spread as function of the width of the switching transistor

accuracy of 74 dB the maximum allowable timing spread is about 1.6 psec.

To minimize the effect of the timing the slope S has to be steep. For a large slope the current
needs to be large, hut also the current is also limited hy the power dissipation of the Ghip. III
addition a larger current requires larger transistors, which results in a larger capacitance and
chip area. Additionally the charge feeuthrough increases clue to larger switching transistors
whiGh Gall also reduce the perfOrIllClnGe.
\Vhen larger transistors are usecl at the output then can the code dependent capacitance
illcrcase at the output node of the DAC. This can influence the performallce of the DAC.

3.8 Conclusion

The performance of the DAC is determined for a major part by the code dependent output
capacitance of the DAC. Due to this code dependent output capacitance is there no complete
compensation of the charge feedthrollgh po:-;sible. The charge feed through therefore affects the
performance of the DAC. In addition is due to the code dependent output capacitance the
settling time of the DAC not constant, but depends on the code applied. This will affect the
IJPrformallce also.
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When the segmentation is increased with one bit then the code dependent output capacitance
will become two times larger. Assul1\illg that the sailie components are used. Therefore the
effect of the charge feed through and the code dependent settling time on the performance of
the DAC will increase when the segmentation increases.
The increased segmentation however has a positive influence on the performallce of the DAC
with respect to the IVISB-LSB glitch. In addition, the DNL will decrease when the segmentation
increases.

The illfhlPnce of the condllctance of the current sources are only observable at low frequencies.
The influence of the output capacitance' is for low freCjuencies less important. At higher fre
quencies however. the effect of the output capacitance will dominate tIl(' effect. of the output
conductance.
The influence of' the output impedance can be reduced by adopting a buffer. Although such
buffers can introduce other problems which cnn affect the performance of the DAC.
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Chapter 4

Design of a 12 bit converter

In this part. a 12 bit digital-to-analog converter is designed. The design is based on the models
and issues described in the previous part. The design is simulated in Cadence. The design is
made in Cl\IOS 18 \vith an operating voltage of 1.8 Volt. The DAC is designed to operate within
±10% of the normal operating voltage, 1.G to 2 Volt, at a temperature range from 0 to 125 nc.

4.1 Design goals and conditions

The goals of this design is to analyze the effect of the physical problems deseribed in the
previous part with respect to t.he segmentation and to see the effects of a different segmentation
on the physical problems. This design is based on a previous design with 6 bits thermometer
code and 6 bits binary code. In this design, the segmentation is 7 bits thennometer code and
5 bits binary. This makes it is possible to see the effects of a different segmentation on the
physical problems discussed in the previous chapter.

• One Hcenario is to design a 7/5 current Hteering DAC with the HClme latcheH, and drivers
such that. the DAC has the same timing accuracy as the 6/G design. For the size of the unit
current cell switches two options are left. open, and will be discussed later OIl. The timing
characteristics of the Heparate blockH are therefore equal. Several propertieH of the DAC
change in comparison with the 6/6 design. such as the area required for the decoder since
the amount of logic doubles. In addition, the latches and drivers double in number hence
the power requirement for the latc:heH doubles. The output current switcheH have the same
size a.<; in the 6/6 design, but the number of elements that are changing doubles with the
same input signal range. Therefore, the noise on the power supply increases. Furthermore,
the charge feedthwllgh increases. due to the higher number of switches.

49
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• The other scenario is to design a 7/5 current steering DAC with different building blocks.
The timing accuracy then changes. This last scenario offers more flexibility to design the
DAC, but it is harder to compare the effect of the scaling scenario.

This design implements scenario one to ensure a better comparison. hence the sizes of the
switching transistors are fixed and also the sizes of the latches are fixed.

4.2 The 6/6 design and 7/5 design

As mentioned in the pn'vious section a number of building blocks in the 7/5 design arc thc
same as in the 6/6 design. The similarities and the differences in the designs arc covered in the
paragraph.
The 7/5 design uses the same master-slave latch and driver as used in the G/G design. These
components determine together with the unit current cell, the performance of the DAC. In order
to compare the influence of the segmentation on the performance of the DAC it is necessary to
use the same components with the same accuracy.
The results expected from this comparison is given by equation 4.1. This equation states he
influence of the number of thermometer bits N. and the timing spread (J of DAC and the
performance.

SDR = 3· (N - 1) - 101oglO (a2.r..f;) - 9.03dB, (4.1)

where It is the signal input frequency and f. is the sampling frequency.
If all other physical problems would not cha.nge by the different segmentation then the signal
distortion ratio (SDR) would increase by 3 dB.

The other physical prohlems depend on the segmentation as mentioned in the previolls part of
this thesis. e.g. the change in capacitance at the output node doubles. Furthermore the output
resistance is halved in comparison with the 6/6 design.
To have the salfle timing spread for the unit current celL the sizes of the switches are the SHIne
as in the 6/6 design, but the number of switches doubles. As a result also the amount of charge
injected into the output node doubles. For this reason two types of llnit current sonrces arc
designed. The first type uses the same size of switches as in the 6/6 design. The second type
uses half size switches. The amount of charge injecteel into the sec-ond type output node is the
same as in the 6/6 design.
The size of the current source in the unit current source is halved to have the same outPllt
current as in the 6/6 design. To compare the unit current sources of the 6/6 and the 7/5, two
7/5 unit current sources arc switched in parallel to have the same output current.
This is graphically given in figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.1: The comparison of the G/G design and the 7/5 design with two types of unit current
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Figure 4.2: The properties of the 6/6 design and the 7/5 design with two types of unit current
cells
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4.3 The designs

This section gives a short list with the parameters of thc building blocks that are used in thc
designs.

Componcnt Current for single componcnt
Master Latch 50 /lA
Latch buffer 50liA
Slave latch 200 pA
Driver 200 pA
6/6 deSign
LSB currcnt source
Thermometer Cllrrent sOllrce
7/5 design
LSB current sourcc
Thermometer current source

4.4 Design considerations

4.88 ItA
312/1A

4.~8 /lA
156 /1.4

In this section, SOiliC practical design considerations concerning the layout ane! choicc of circuit
elements in a typical current-steering DAC are explored. An overvie\v of the floor plan used in
this work is given in figure ..1.3. Essential are the unit current cells and the current switches, as
well as some of the digitfll interface circuits. The different building blocks the Digital-to-Analog
Converter will be discussed in the following paragraphs.
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4.4.1 The logic gates

Power supply bounce can be a source of distortion. The power supply and the substrate connect
the ctnalog output to the eligital part. This CHn result in digital noise in the output. The digital
logic is the main SOlUTe of noise on the power supply. Due to this interference, timing errors are
possible.
A majOl' problem for analog IC design is the generation of current spikes (dI/elt) all the power
:>apply. These spikes causes voltage fluctuation:>, which can reduce the performance of the DAC.
There are a number of possibilities to implement the logic. One of the possible implementations
is the use of standard C]\,IOS logic. The currents for Cr.-lOS logic are mainly dynamic currents.
Dynamic currents depend on the signal frequency, therefore Cl\lIOS have H."l advantage that at
low signal frequencies uses little power. For analog IC design. the generation of current spikes
(dI/elt) on the power supply is a major disadvantage. These spikes cause voltage fluctuations,
which can reduce the performance of the DAC.
Another type of logic which has less (dI/dt) based problems is MOS Current Mode Logic
(l'dCtvIL). With I\ICl'vIL logic thc gates are differential and steer the current between two pull
up resistors. \Vith i\ICML the output voltage f:iwing is reduced with respect to CMOS logic,
beeauf:ie with MCML the voltage swing is not rail-to-rail as in the case in of CMOS logic. The
MCML has thc advantage that the currcnt is switched between two output resistors, therefore
the total supply current is nearly constant. The supply current of the MCML logic does. in first
order, not depend on the signal frequency. At the frequencies used in this design the supply
current of I'vICML is lower than thc equivalcnt CMOS logic.
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I
Fignre ..10.4: Standard Complementary ~IOS Logic inverter
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Figure 4.5: Basic MCML structure

The ba:'iic MCML gate structure is shown in figure 4..5. The MGML gates steer the current of
the current ~O\lI'ce between the t,vo pull up resistance~, modelled as tran~istors. \Vith MCML
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logic the voltage output swing is not rail to rail, as in c.~JOS logic, hut far less. The output
voltage swing is set by adjusting the pull up resistances and the current I, LlV = I· R.
The l\lCML can be optimized by reducing LlF. This is however limited by the robustness of the
eircuit. The current variation effects in the power supply (dI/dt) are in comparison to CMOS
circuits negligible. There will be some changes during switching in the supply current, but they
are less then 10%.
The logic for this DAC is designed from scratch. The logic does 110 have to be scaled with respect
to the 6/6 design, because the logic does not influence the performance of the DAC directly.
Although the logic can influence the performance indirectly, for example through power supply
bound created by the logic.
For this DAC several logic gates are designed: Buffer/Inverter and an AND/OR/NAND/NOR
gate. The schematics are shown in figure A.·S and further in the appendix. For this design three
different buffers are designed, each having a different driving capability. The currents for the
buffers are 20p,A. 50p,A and 200p,A respectively. In addition the AND/OR gates are made in
two different currents, 20jtA, and 50JlA respectively. This way the logic can be optimized for
the power cOIlsmuption. fan out and speed.
All the logic is designed to operate for freqnencies up to 1.2GH2. For the l"ICl"IL two control
voltages are needed. One voltage is used for the current source and the other voltage is used
for the load transistors. The reference voltage:,; are created b~r current mirrors. The different
strengths of l\JCl\JL circuits all have the same voltage swing of 600mV. thitl is to ensnre signal
integrity wit.h device mismat.ch and over the possible operation temperature of the device.

RL RL

V
V

Oil! -

Oll!+ r 1+

~0--1 ~G>

Fignre 4.6: 1\,-108 Current l\lode Logic (MCML) inverter
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A layout is designed for the logic gates. According simulation results the logic operates within
the requirements set for the DAC. In the appendix the layouts of the logic gates is given.

4.4.2 Decoder

The first cligital block after the input of the DAC is the decocler. It converts a seven bits binary
code to 2N - 1 = 127bds thcrtnollleter code. The decoder is made with fully clifft'rclltial Current
l\'1ode Logic. The decoder is design in the form of a row- column decoder.

The matrix decoder consists of two separate decoders, a column decoder and a row dl~eoder.

The column decoder converts tIll' 4 LSBs and the row decoder the 3 MSBs. The row and colmnll
decoders arc both hazarcl free and optimized with respect the power consumption and speed.
If the row and C01Ulllll decoder are llot hazard free then the output of the decoder can have
intermediate states. Due to these intermediate states, the time required to reach the final state
can become longer. As it result the optimum sampling moment of the latches, which are placed
after the decoder, gets smaller. In the appendix the schematics of the row aml column decoder
are given.
The last bit of the column decoder, bit 15, is not implemented. In addition, the first bit, bit 0,
of the row decoder is not. used. These two bits are not. needed for the local decoders. This way
it is possible to simplify the local decoders at the edges. In the rnatrix local cell decoders are
used to select the output value, a schematic of such a cell decoder is given in the inset in figure
-1.7. Inside the local cell decoder, the different paths have an equal delay. This is done by adding
buffer gates. In the design four different types of local cell decoders are Ilsee!. The decoderH on the
edge of the matrix are simplified versions of the same decoder. In the appendix the schematics
for the local cell decoders are given. The outputs of the row and column decoder arc driven by
large buffer gates t.o steer the local cell decoders connected to the rows and columns. Parallel
to the decoder a block of buffers is placed. these buffers delay the binary bits with an almost
equal delay as the decoder delay time. To ensure that the data arrives at the same time at the
latches. All the logic used is optimized, in order to save power for the load it has to steer. The
tot.al power consumed by the decoder is approximately 36m\V
A layout is designed for the complete decoder. According simulation results the clecoder operates
within t.he requirements set for the DAC.
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Figure 4.7: Illustration for the Row- Column Decoder

4.4.3 The latches

The data from the decoder as '1;\Tell as the 5 binary bits are synchronized by la.tches. The latches
are implemented as master-slave latches. \Vith each clock pulse a new sample is taken. The
master-slave latch is made with two separate latches. Between the master and the slave latch a
buffer has been added. This buffer shields the master latch from the kick-back pulse from the
slave latch during the latching of the data. In the next paragraph the operation of a single latch
is described.
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Figure 4.8: The single l\Iaster and/or Slave latch

Operation of the latch

The latch is implemented as a differential current mode latch, as shown in figure 4.8. The circuit
has a differential input; data+ and data- with a clock input: clk+ and clk-. The differential
output of the latch is; out+ and out-. The transistor at the bottom of the fi~ure. T2, acts as a
eurrent SOU1Te.
The operation of the circuit is as follo\vs: suppose clk+ is high with respect to clk-. then the
current from the current source is switched to the input differential pair Tl/T7. In this case the
ontpnt signal directly follows the input; the latch is in transparent mode. If the clock changes
polarity then the differential pair T3/T6 is biased. If the input signal data+ is high then the
gate voltage of T3 is high. If the input signal bit- is high than the gate volta~e of T6 is high,
and the output does not change. From this moment the input signal lIlay change, the output
remains the same because the differential pair Tl/T7 is not biased. The latch is now in latch
mode.
For the master latch the load resistances are made with PIVIOS transistors. At the slave latch and
at the buffer between the master and the slave latch uses resistors as load. The use of resistors
has the advantage of a higher accuracy and lower capacitance, compared with the P1:JOS load
transistors.
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The tail CUl'rent for the master latch and the buffer is equal to 50 pA and the tail currcnt of the
slave latch is equal to 200 jJA. The timing spread of the chain (latches, drivers and CUl'rent cell)
is equal to about 3 psec.

4.4.4 The driver

The driver is connected to the output of the slave latch. The output of the driver is connected to
the unit current cell. The driver is implemented as basis differential pair, as shown in figure 4.9.
It. is important that the driver timing spread is small. The output voltage swing of the driver is
important. \Vhen the voltage swing is not chosen correctly then it is possible that the current
source of the current cell, which is controlled hy the driver, drops out of saturation. 'Vhen this
lwppens t,he output impedance of the unit current cell is decreased. and the settling time of the
unit ClllTent cell increases. This will result in a reduction of the performance of the DAC.
In the next pamgraph the voltage swing at the outpllt of the driver is examinee! in more detail.

RL RL

V
V

out -
out+ r 1+

G>o----1 t-oG>

Figure 4.9: The schematic of the driver
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The voltage swing
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A driver steers the unit current cells in such a way that the current source transistor keeps
saturated. In figure 4.10. the driver with a simple current source cell is shown. The current
source transistOl' is large for matching reasons, (see section -1.4.5). The large transistor hm; a
large parasitic capacitance. This capacitance has no influence on the performance of the DAC
as long as it is not charged or discharged [6]. Therefore the voltage at node A in figure -1.10
should be kept constant.

Figure 4.10: Driver with simple unit current cell with switching transistors

v

~ ----------------------------~---------------~---------------'t' time

Figure 4.11: Current source voltage with switching transistors signals
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\Vith the simplest control signals at the gate of the switches, varying between 0 Volt ami FDD.

the cross point of the two cuntrol voltages equals to V:x = FDD /2. In this case the voltage
variation on the drain of the current source can be as large a'J [6]

I>VA ~ - V~D + ( ff -~)
~ O.78V.

(-1.2)

where j3 = (lV/ L)sw K P, and J(P is the gain of the transistor. I is the current of the current
source. In this equation, the effect uf the capacitance is not taken intu account. The voltage
calculated is therefore larger than in it would be in reality. Figure 4.11 shows the voltages
of the driving signals with the voltage at the drain of the current source. The voltage swing
at the current source discharges and recharges the capacitance C. If the capacitance at the
common node discharges rapidly then the voltage at the drain of the current source drops fast
anel the current source enters the linear region. If the capacitance does not discharge fast, the
current source remains in saturation, but the settling time will increase. The settling time can
he approximated by the time constant T ~ C / Usw [6]. There are a munber of methods to ensure
that the voltage change at the common node of the unit current cell remains constant. Three
methods are described bellow. These methods all achieve the same effect: the crossing point
of the output signals is raised in such away that the switches are never bot.h off at the same time.

• The first method is to delay the drive signals, see figure 4.12. There are several structures
published in the literature that perform this function. However, all of these structures
have the disadvantage that the delaying of the control signal limits the use at high clock
frequencies.

• The second method is the delay of the rising or the falling control signal, see figure 4.13.
The falling of the control signal is for example delayed for some time, while the rising of the
control signal is not delayed. This method of different rise fall time ha,..; tllP. disadvantage
of the reduced speed.

• The third methocl is to raise the crossing point of the drive signals by changing the output
voltage span of the driver, see figure 4.1-J. The output voltage of the driver is changed in
such a way that the lower output voltage is higher than zero. If the lower output voltage
is increased, the switching point of the output switches is also increased.

An additional advantage of the last method is the reduced voltage swing the driver needs
to drivc. Thc drivcr will be faster anel also the charge fecdthrough of the output switches is
reduced. A disadvantage is that the slope of the signal which drives the output switches is
reduced at the switching point, due to the reduced speed at the crossing point, the timing
uncertainty will possibly increase, see section 3.7.2.
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The minillluIIl control voltage swing needed to switch the current, source transistors on aIHI off
can be calculated. To switch till' transistor off, the voltage needs to drop below "\ION. To switch
on the current the voltage needs to be higher than VOFF.

(4.3)

V.+ Vr

The minimum control voltage swing is then given by

VON - VOFF (4.4)

The ON voltage is equal to lIDD for speed reasons. The minimum voltage swing needed to switch
the transistor ofr can be calculated by equation 4.4. The voltage swing is made larger than this
minimum to c:olllpensatc for mismatch amI to operate correctly over the temperature range froUl
o till 125 DC. The DAC mllst operate with a power sllpply from 1.6 to 2 V, (1.8 ±10%). The
voltage swing is chosen equal to GOOmV.
In figure 4.15, the simulation result is shown of the voltage variation at the drain of the current
source. This simulation is preformed with the above giV<:'n voltage swing, and with the unit
current cell that i::; given in figure 4.20. The figure shows that the variation caused by the
switching of the unit current cell is small, less than 1 %. This proves that the switching sequence
of the driver is correct.

521m

;- 524m f-----/"'"

Figure 4.15: The voltage fluctuation at the drain of the current SOHrel'

4.4.5 Unit current cell

In this chapter, the current cell will be discussed in more detail. The focus is on to the dynamical
issues, and the comparison of a 12bit decoder with 6 bits binary and 6 bits thermometer code.
The unit current cell has a large inflllence on the performance of the DAC. It has to be accurate
to achieve the 12 bits resolution, but it also has to be fast for the high sampling and signal
frequency. To make it fast as well as accurate the unit current cell needs to be designed with care.
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Matching of the current source

For a current steering DAC the INL is mainly determined by the matching behavior of the current
sources. To achieve the resolution of 12 bits the current sources need to be matched accurately.
The matching of the current source transistors is one of the key issues in the design for a high
resolution DAC. Due to the mismatch of the current source transistors. the INL specification of
different DACs made in the process will vary randomly. It is therefore important to be able to
predict this specification within certain boundaries. To predict the number of functional devices
the concept of the yield has been introduced. The yield is defined as the percentage of functional
DACs with an INL smaller than ~ L813. The relation between the yield and the unit current
standard deviation can be modelled by [10]

_0'(_1) < __1=
I - 2C..;2N'

\\'here C is given by

1 (1 + Yield)C = nO'l''1n- 2 '

with

(4.5)

(4.6)

O'(l)
J
N

norm- 1

yield

relative .standard deviation of an unit current .source;

resolution of DAC;

irl-ver.se cumulative normal di.strib'ution:
1

relat'ivenumbcr oj' DACswith an IN L < -LS'B.
2

The area of the unit current source as a function of the relative standard deviation and the bias
point is given by [11]

T 1 (2 4Av -r
2 )/((/(1))2

H . L = 2" AJj + (IIGS _ Vrr)2 -/- (4.7)

where Aa and AVT are process constants. The size of the unit current source transistor is
dependent of the Vcs voltage applied to the transistor. For the smallest transistor size it is
preferable to set the Vcs voltage as high as possible. The voltage is limited by the fact that
the current source transistor has to operate in the saturation region and by the output voltage
swing. The ratio between the width and the length, is given by

W
L

I

KPn · (Vcs - VT)2'
(4.8)

For a lies of 1.2 V and 12 hits accuracy with 7 bits thermometer code, the current source
transistor is calculated to have width of 48 Jim and a length of 16 pm.
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Decoupling of the current source

6"d

The current source uses a cascode configuration to decouple the current source para'3itic
capacitance. Due to matching considerations the current source uses large transistors. Large
transistors do haw large parasitic capacitances. Because of these capacitances the possibility
exists that the transistor drops out of saturation during switching. If this happens it takes
a long time to reenter in saturation. It is possible for the current source transistor to drop
out of saturation during switching if both switches are off for some time. The capacitance
of the current source will discharge, and must charge again. This charging and discharging
will increase the setting time of the DAC. 'With a cascoded current source the second current
source transistor, which is smaller, shields the large transistOT from the voltage change. The
smaller current source cascode transistOT ha'3 a smaller capacitance and therefore the DAC's
settling timC' is smallC'!". The eascoded current source also has a higher output resistance, which
positively affects the linearity of the DAC, see seetion 3.4.

Figure .,1.16: Ca'icoded current source with local biasing

In addition the current sourCC' usC's local biasing. This is done to prevent coupling between the
different current sonrees. If a eurrent source is switched it is inevitable that there is a small dip
in the voltage as described above. Althongh this change in voltage is only small, if the switching
sequencC' is right, this change in voltage is transferred to the bias line through the c.qd and thC'
channel capacitanee of the cascoded cnrrent source. If all current sources are connected together
at the same bias line then the charge injected in the bia'3 line affects all other current sources,
hence also the current sources that arc not switcllC'd. Therefore, evC'ry current SOUlTC' is biased
separately. This \vay the coupling between the different. unit current sourees is reduced.
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Current source output conductance

It is important. that the output. resist.ance of the unit current source is high, as shown in sect.ion
3.4. For a 12 bit converter the output impedance should be higher than 100.iUD, for an output
resistance of 25D. This is a difficult. specification t.o meet. with a single transistor. The outpnt
concluctance of a single transistor current source is given by

VEL
F =-

o I unit '
(4.9)

where VI'; is a process paramet.er and L is the length of the cnITent source transistor. In the
CI\IOS18 process, VE = 13.6 V/p,m for NlvlOS transistors. For a single transistor current source
with a length of 16 /Lin the output impedance Fo is only 1.'-1 :tvHl. Two alternatives are used in
literature.

• The first alt.ernative is to lise a single current source transistor anel operate the switch in
saturation region [b] .

• The second alternative is to nse a cascoded current sonrce.

In this design the first option has been used. The ontpnt impedance of a cascoded current SOllfce
is approximately given by [8]

with

2I
'
1/l it

V9S2 - V72
VEL j

II/nit

VEL2

I""i.1

(4.10)

(4.11 )

It is preferable to nse the maximum gate overdrive voltage for the switch that is possible. For a
supply voltage of 1.8\/ and I""'i/ = 156pA, L 1 = 16pm and L2 = O.28Vm, the output resistance
is approximately

To = 850.UD,

Based on equation 3.8 this corresponcls with an INL error of 0.06 LSB, hence the static output
impedance is large enough ,mel does not limit the performance. However, this output impedance
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is only valid at low frequencies, at higher frequencies the parasitic capacitance limits the output
impedance. At a frequency of 3 :t\IHz the output impedance becomes lower then the reqnired
impedance calculated in section 3.4. For frequencies higher then 3 IVIHz the output performance
of the DAC is also determined by the output impedance.

Current switches

The Rwitches are connected to the current source. The switcheR steer the current from the current
source to the inverting or the non-inverting output node. The switches need to be carefully
sized. The sizing of the switches influences a number of design parameters such as the charge
feedthrough and timing accuracy. For high performance the switches need to be fast as well as
accura.te. A number of switch properties of the are explained below.

Charge feedthrough As mentioned in the previous Rections, the switches induces charge
in the output node. This charge can add distortion to the output signal, see section 3.G. The
induced charge is in first order proportional to

(--1.12)

where Cyd is t.he total capacitance between the driver node and the output node and 6. 'Vin is the
voltage s\ving steering the switches. If the voltage swing is reduced, then the amount of charge
injected is also reduced. It is also possible to reduce the charge feedthrough by using dUlllmy
switches connected to the inverse driving signal, see figure 4.17. These transistors are switched
in parallel to the a.ctual switches. The width of the dummy transistors is W/2. The gate of the
dUlIuny transistor is steered by the iuverted signal. Therefore the uet charge on the output node
is reduced.

Figure -L 17: Charge feed through reduction by using dummy s\vitches
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The advantage of using this technique is that the charge feedthrough can be compensated com
pletely. However this compensation is only possible if the inverting signal and the non-inverting
signal are symmetrical.
Another method of reducing the eharge feedthrough, is the use of transmission gates, as shown
in figure 4.18. In a transmission gate a PMOS and a Nl\IOS transistor are placed in parallel.
The charge feedthrough will cancel out since the PMOS transistor absorbs the charge that the
NMOS induces into the output node. However a PMOS transistor, with the sallie dimensions
as the NMOS transistor, the influence of the PMOS transistor on the conductance is low. This
effect is caused because the mobility of the holes is smaller than the mobility of electrons [12].
Therefore the speed is lower, and OIl resistance is larger than the NMOS with the saIlle dimen
sions. This effect is even larger due to the reduced driver swing, see section 4.4.4, the PMOS
is not turned on completely. A solution would he to drive the PI'vIOS transistors independently
by a second driver. However, this would make the layout of the switches and the drivers much
more complex. AdditiolUl,l!y the added PMOS switch increases the parasitic capacitance. giving
a relatively low frequency pole. Usually a single switching transistor is sufficient.
The dummy transistors compensate only tlJ() linear part, equation ..I. 12, ofthe charge fce<ithrough
and not the non-linear part. This linear charge feedthrollgh is less important for the performance
of the DAC then the non-linear part.

1

Figure 4.18: Transmission gates used as current switches

The dummy transistors also reduce the frequency of the pole of the output node. This reduces
the dynamic performance of the DAC, hence dummy transistors are not used in this design.

Cascoded switches A method of reducing the amount of charge ill the output node, is the
usc of an additional cascade transistors above the switching transistors l , sec figure 4.19, this
additional transistor shields the output node from the switches.

Il'iote: The~p ca~('ode transist.nrs do not form a differPlltial amplifier, but a switdwd pair.
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Figure 4.19: The usc of a additional cascade transistors above the switching transistors

This approach has a number of advantages. One advantage is the reduction of charge
feedthrough. \Vith this methodology the charge feed through is not fully conlpensated, but it
is reduced. The dmrge injected into node A is e(jnal to the sum of charge from the overlap ca
pacitance and the channel capacitance, as shown in equation 3.16 and equation 3.17. A part of
this charge is absorbed by the Gas and CSI3 capacitance of the cascade transistor. The amount
of charge absorbed depends on the size of the cascode transistor.
The cascade transistor shields the switching transistors form the output. The source of the cas
cade trallsistor forms a low impedance point. \Vhen the output voltage changes from 1.3 to 1.8
volt. the voltage at the drain of the switching transistors changes approximately 30mV. An ad
ditional advantage is the reduced change in impedance seen from the switches. The impedance
is more constant, therefore the switches behave marc constant. As cakulated in sectioIl 3..:1 the
output impedance changes with the input code. \Vith the cascade transistor the impedance is
nearly constant as seen from the switches point of view. Therefore, the settling time of the
switches arc more constant.
During the low to high transition of the steering signal the output voltage fluctuation is almost
zero because the related cascade transistors is cut off and opens the signal path from the drain
node of the switch transistor to the output node.
During the high to low transition of the steering signal the related cascode transistors is on. The
voltage fluctuation at the source of the cascade transistor is sllla]] becanse it is a low impedance
node. The initial voltage fluctuation at the source node of the ca.':icode transistor can be esti
mated by taking the charge feedthrough cnrrent of the switch transistor and llmltiply it by the
impedance at the source of the cascaded switch [6].

1 Gyd
C1VD = ---. -"-C1V;",

gmm... iJ
(4.13)

\vhere t J is the fa]] tinle of the control signal and Ggd is the gate drain capacitance. The voltage
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fluctuation propagates to the output node as given by

(4.14)

The reduction of the charge feecltluough depencls on the fall time of the control signal. For a
slow control signal the ('ffect of the charge feedthrough in the output is reduced, but other effects
become increasingly dominant, such as the timing accuracy.

4.4.6 Cascaded current source in combination with cascaded switches

In this design a combination of the cascod(xl current source and a cascaded switch are used, as
shown in figure 4.20. Due to the cascaded current source the output impedance of the current
source increases. F\ll"thel"lllOl'e. clue to the cascaded current somce the switch is not (tirect I~'

coupled to the large parasitic capacitance of tIlt' curreIlt source traIlsistor. heHce the settling
time of the unit current cpll decreases.
The cascoded switch shields the switch from the output node. The output uode voltage aIld
impedance cha.nges by the code WOI'd applied to the DAC. Thanks to the cascode these changes
hardly effect the switches. The setting time of the switch is therefore less dependent on the
applied code word, hence the performance increases.

I

Figure 4.20: The complete unit current cell



Chapter 5

Results

In this chapter the simulations results are summarized. The design is simulated in Cade:ncp-.
The design is made in CMOS 18 with an operating voltage of 1.8 Volt. The DAC is designed
to operate within ± 10% of the norlllal operating voltage, 1.6 to 2 Volt, at It temperature range
from 0 to 120°C. Unless noted otherwise are the resnlts taken using an operating voltage of 1.8
Volt and a temperature of 70°C. The simulation model used is the model 903.
The re:·;ults are grouped into time ba..-;ed simulations and into spectrum based simulation.

5.1 Time based simulation results

In this section the time based :-:;imulation results are presented. ~:lost of these resnlts presented
here compare the 6/6 to t.he 7;'5 design. First the effect of the segmentation on the time based
output signal will be analyzed. This simulation result shows already a few problems involved ill
the 7/5 design.
Secondly the effect of the cascade switch on the output will be analyzed, and thirdly the influence
of the code dependent output impedance on the output signal will be presented.
Finally. the capacitance at the outpnt node of the unit current source is not constant, but
depends on whether the unit current cell is switched on or off. The capacitance also slightly
depends on tllC voltage at the output node.

5.1.1 Effect of the segmentation on the output signal

In the 7/5 architecture twice as many unit current sources arc used, hence for a certain
amplitude the 7/5 has to switch twice as many unit current sources. This simulation is
preformed with two different types of 7/5 unit current sources. In both cases the size of unit
current source transistors arc halved. Two types of current cells a.re compared in this section.
The different types are graphically given in figure 5.1.

71
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In current cell type 1 the switches have the same size as in the 6/6 architecture. In current cell
type 2 the width of the switches is abo divided in two.

6/6 Design

unit = 1 current source ceO
same current

7/5 Design

unit =2 current source cells

Type 2Type 1

Switch width =W Switch width =W Switch width II WI2

t t
Same charge feedlhrough

Figure 5.1: The comparison of the 6/6 design and the 7/5 design with two types of unit current
cells

Figures which follow show the difference between one unit current source of tlw 6/6 architecture
and two cells in parallel of the 7/5 architecture.
In the first case, with currcnt cell type 1, the timing accuracy is the same as in the 6/6 archi
tecture. Although this is not visible in this analysis. The second case, with current cell type 2,
has a different timing accuracy. In the first case the charge feeclthrough is twice the amount as
in the 6/6 architecture. In the second case the amount of charge fecclthrough is the same as in
the 6/6 design.
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Figure 5.2: Th!"' output current of current cell type 1 compared with the 6/6 current source single
ended outputs
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Figure 5.3: The output current of current cell type 1 compared ,\lith the 6/6 current source
differential output
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4.Jm

3.lm

2.1m
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1.1

-101m

-2.1m

-3.1m

Difference between 6/6 and 7/5 type 2

CHAPTER 5. RESULTS

Figure 5.4: The output current of current cell type 2 compared with the 6/6 current source

Figure 5.:3 and figure .5.4 clearly show a difference between the two types of current cells amI
the 6/6 current source. The difference during the switching of current cell type 1 in figUH' 5.3

and the G/G is mainly due to two reasons. The first is the charge feed through, this is vbible in
the overshoot. The second difference is depend of the ratio betwecn thc size of the switch and
the current through the switch. Due to the smaller current it takes longer to charge the switch
parasitic capacitances. Therefore the signal has an additional delay compared to the G/G design.
The difference during the switching of current cell type 2 and the 6/6 is very small, as shown in
figure 5.4 .

5.1.2 Output signal with and without cascaded switch

In figure 5.5 the difference between the output signal with and without the cascadc switch is
shown.
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1.71129

With casoode switch

1.711175

1.711125

Without c..code switch

Figure 5.5: The output voltage of the unit current source with ami without cascade switch ill
the unit current sourc!:'

Due to the cascade switch, <1..<; is shown in figme 5.5, the output signal is delayed with respect
to the unit current source without the cascode. But more importantly the signal overshoot is
significantly reduced. Only at the falling edge some charge feed through is visible due to the
effect described in section 4.4.5. In the differential case, as shown in figme 5.6, the effect of the
cascode is visible. This figure is made while one unit current cell switches and all other bits are
off. If the figure was made in the center of the signal the difference would be much smaller, only
a delay \vould be visible. This is caused by the change in impedance of the output node.
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,...

..

Figure 5.6: The output voltage of the unit current source wit.h and without cascaded switch the
unit current source

In figure 5.7 the effects of the cascode are ::;hown on the ontput signal. The ::;ignal is a 150 l\IHz
input. signal with a sample rate of 800 ]\18/s.
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Figure 5.7: The output voltage of the DAC, A. is without and B. is with the cascade switch in
the unit current source
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5.1.3 The size of the cascoded switch and the performance

In this section the relation between the size of the cascoded switch transistor and the performance
of the DAC is shown. If the cascoded switch transistor is too small then the resistance of the
tram;istor is too large. Due to the larger on-resistance the voltage across the cascoded switched
transistor is too large, hence the voltage across the current source and the switches is reduced
and the performance of the DAC reduced. vVhen the cascoded current source transistor is too
large then the para.c;itic capacitance of the transistor is too large. hence the performance of
the DAC is reduced. In figure 5.8, the SFDR versus the width of the cascoded current source
transistor is plotted .
The width of the final ca.c;code switch for the LSB current source is equal to 0.46 11m and the
length is equal to 0.2 p.m 1. In the figure bellow the width for the thermometer current cell is
plotted. The thermometer unit current is equal to 16 . LSB. the width is equal to 7.36 p,m.

In the plot some peaks are visible. These peaks are artificial peaks probably caused by the
simulator. The peaks are according to sirnulatiolls very small. The cause of these peaks are at
this moment not clear.

SFDR (dB) @ 400MHz 118Hz

B5~·--~~·__··_-------_·_·_..__.._--------~-~-

BO -t-------------.......---------:-----j

75 +-----------A----+-\,....------------I

iii 70 t----------f--i----f---'r-------,---.,.-.,.----j
:!.
Pi
::; 65 +--------l"---l\----:::::>.+----=--=---~.,.._----------_1

60 +-.....",,,L-------------------------I

55 -j-----------------------.,.----,......,

11.65.6 7.6 9,6

Width of cascaded switch transistor (urn)
3,6

50 +-----,-------,r-------,-------,-------,---1

1,6

Figure 5.8: The relation between the output performance of the DAC and the cascaded switch
transistor width

1 Note: The values in the plot are not completely up to date becanse the size of the switches of the current cells
arc slightly changed. The size of the switches used in the simulation described above uses for the thermometer
unit current source is equal to :3.2/0.18 ILm. The size of the switches that is used in the final design is equal to
3.58/0.2 {i.m. The width over length ratio did not change, but the length has increased somewhat for mat.ching
rea..~()ns.
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5.1.4 Code dependent output impedance

As mentioned earlier the output impedance is not constant but changes with the output coele.
In figure 5.9 the difference in output voltagt' at tree different pointli of the code are plotted.

The first signal in the figure, a., no other current. sources are turned on. For the secone! signal,
b., the half of all the current sources are tUl'lled on. ami fOl' the third signal, c., all ot.her
current. sources are turned on. This figure shmvs the effect of a different output impedance and
capa.citance on the switching behavior of the unit. current source.
Thi8 simulation is llmde wit.h the switches cascade and t.he current source cascodl'. Therefore
the effect of the charge feedtluough is reduceel at the output node. There iH a differt'nce in tlw
charge and clock feedthrough as well as in t.he rise time of the output signal. This is caused
by t,he larger output. capacitance at t.he outvut of the DAe. The differential output signal
at the center code has no clock feedthrough. This is because the clock feedthrollgh are fully
compensated.

Voltage (V)

C,

~

~a.

a.
'f

Time (s)

a,,,",

C.-

Figure 5.9: Outvut voltage at. clifferent colle locations
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5.1.5 Output capacitance of unit current cell

79

During the simulation of the output at the unit current cell the capacitance at the output
terminal is also measured. The capacitance also depends on the output voltage. In the next
two figure the capacitance is plotted a.'> function of the output voltage. The first plot shows the
capacitance without the cascocle switch in the on or off i'>tate. The i'>econd plot shows the output
capacitance with the switch cascode, in the on and off state.
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Olllpul "'ftD90 ..,~ ........t -- M

Figure 5.10: The capacitance as a function of the voltage on the output node of the unit current
SOlUTe \vithout the cascode switch
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Figure 5.11: The capacitance as a function of the voltage on the output node of the unit current
source tYllt' 1 with the cascode switch
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Figure 5.12: The capacitance as a functiun of the voltage on the Olltput node of the unit current
source type 2 with the cascode switch

As is visible in the plots the assumption that the capacitance is constant as stated in section
3.5 is not completely true. The change in capacitance when the output voltage changes reduces
the effect clt'scribecl in that section.
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Although the capacitance with the cascade I:>witch il:> higher than without the cascade I:>witch,
the difference between the on and off state il:> almost the same. The absolute output capacitance
vahle is less important than the change in output capacitance. The difference in the capacitance
between the off and on state with the cascade switch for type 2 is equal to about 1 fF and for
type 1 about 1.6 fF. The difference in the capacitance between the off and on state without the
cascade switch is equal also about 1 fF. The smaller the difference between the off state and the
on state the smaller the error of the capacitance modulation by the input code.

5.2 Spectrum based simulation results

In this section all the frequency based simula.tion results are presentee!. The frequency simulation
results are simulated with the use of a transient simulation and applying a DFT.

5.2.1 The effect of the cascaded switches and cascaded current source

In fignre 5.13 t lw effect on the output spectrum is shown. The simulation results are measured
with a. the unit cUITpnt source with cascaded s\vitch and cascodeu current source. b. \rVithout
the cascuded current sunrce and cascaded switch. At a sample frequeucy of 800 MS/s.

....
-21.'

-4lI.'

~-....
'II

A SFDR with cascaded switch, 69.50 dB
B. SFDR without ...coded switch, 66.74 dB

Figure 5.13: Out.put spectrum of a. t.he unit Clll'rent source with cascaded switch and cascoded
current source, b. \Vit.hout the cascaded current source and cascaded switch. At 8001\IS/s.

As can be seen from the previous figure the spectrum of the cascaded switches and cascaded
Cl1l'rent SUlll'ce IUk.., a. larger SFDR and. also the SNDR is larger.
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5.2.2 Comparison of the 6/6 and the 7/5

In figure 5.14 the SFDR is shown of the 6/6 design and the 7/5 design. Both designs use the same
drivers and latches and both design uses cascaded current sources and cascaded switches. The
figure shows thc SFDR result frOI1l current cell type 1 and current cell type 2. The simulation
is made with a sampling frequency of 8001\IS/s.
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Figure 5.14: SFDR of the 6/6 design and the 7/5 versus the signal frequency.

The influence of the segmentation on the performance of the DAC is visible in figure 5.1 ..!. In
addition is the clifferell(·c between the two types of DACs with a segmentation of 7/5.
The figure shows a peak at a frequency of 200 MHz. This peak that is located at a i f. frequency.
The cause of this peak is the lack of the harmonic components. The odd harmonics. such a..o.; the
:3rd, 5th. etc., are at the signal frequency. The even harmonics, such as the 2nd, 4th, etc., a.re
at the Nyquist frequency. Therefore is the SFDR larger at a frequency of 200 101Hz. Although
this occurs only at a frequency of exactly ~ 18, therefore the dashed lines are the more probable
lines.
The difference between the different types is caused by the difference in the output capacitance
and charge feedthrough. The 6/6 design has half the amount of elements at the output node,
therefore compared with the 7/5 type 1 is the code dependent change in capacitance doubled.
This is because it uses the sallle unit current cells and it has the double amount. of cells. In mldi
tion, the charge feed through is also increased because the number of elements that are switching
is doubled and the cha.nge in ca.pa.citance at the output node b doubled so the compensation of
the charge feedthrough is less.



5.2. SPECTRUM IJASED SIMULATION RESULTS

The difference between the 7/5 type 1 and type 2 is caused also by the difference in the code
dependent capacitance and charge feedthrough. The switches of the unit current cell of type 2
are half the size as those of type 1. The code dependent capacitance is also smaller. In addition,
the charge feedthrough is decreased also due to the smaller switches. But type 2 does have a
different timing spread than type 1.
In these simulation results the effect of mismatch is not visible. In addition the effect of the
:t\fSI3-LSB glitch and timing spread is also not included in the simulation results. The simula
tion results does show the effect of the output conductance, output capacitance and the charge
feed through.
As the simulation results show is the loss in performance due to the increased segmentation
larger than the gain of 3 dB according to equation 3.28. The increased segmentation with equal
building blocks for this process does not increase the performance of the DAC.



Chapter 6

Conclusion

The effect of the amount of ~egmentation on the performance of a DAC with specific condition~

is analY7,e<1. In this report a DAC with 6 bit thermometer code and 6 bit binary code is
compared to a DAC with 7 bit thermometer code and 5 bit binary code. This design, the 7/5
design is haHed on the previously made DAC with a segmentation of 6/6.

The conditions under which this analysis is prefurmed are such that the DAC has the same
timing accuracy as in the 6/6 design. To achieve the same timing accuracy are the latches,
drivers and current switches the same. The timing characteristics of the separate blocks are
therefore equal.

To compare the two designs a number of analysis are preformed. The physical limitations of
the DAC with re~pect to the ~egmentation were analyzed for the tvISB-LSB glitches, output
resistance, output capacitance, charge feedthrough and timing errors. For some of these physical
limitations is it beneficial to increase the segmentation of the DAC while for others it has a
negative influence on the performance of the DAC. For the MSB-LSB glitche~ it is beneficial
to increase the segmentation. The effect of the increased segmentation with respect to the
output impedance is negative. vVhcn the segmentation is increased with one bit the number
of cnrrent cells at the output node double~. The output conductance of the DAC doubles and
also the capacitance at the output douhles. This will also double the code dependant output
capacitance. Due to the code dependent output capacitance is there no complete compensation
of the charge feedt1Jr()llgh possible. The charge feed through t.herefore affects the performance of
the DAC. In addition is due to the code dependent output capacitance the settling time of the
DAC not constant, but depends on the code applied. This will affect the performance also.

A circuit implementation of a 12 bit DAC, hm; been presented. The circuit implementation of
the DAC is based on a segmented current st.eering architecture. The segmentation has 7 bits
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thermometer code and 5 bit binary coele. The results from this design are used to 8tudy the
effect of the segmentation on several physical limitations.

For the unit current sourcc a combination of a cascaded currcnt source and a cascaded switch
was used. This method shields the current switch from the current source and for, the dynamic
output node.

The DAC is complete differentially. from the input buffers to the output switches. Thb lwluces
the influence of noise on the performance. The complexity of the design with respect to the 6/6
design is larger. The area and power for the decoder doubles. The area and power needed for
the latches and driven; also doubks. Only the area for the current source has the same 8ize.
The simulation re~mlts from the design show the following specifications. The power of the DAC
at 800 I\IHz sampling frequcncy is cqual to about 500 111 W. The COllyerter operates till a sampling
frequency of 1 GHz. At SO() r-,·IHz sampling frequc'!H;y and a signal frequcncy of 150 l\IHz the
SFDR is eqnal to 69 dB.



Chapter 7

Recommendations

In this thesis a nmnber of physical problems were analyzed. For sorne of them a more detailed
analysis is however required.

The Olltput conductance caknlated in chapter 3.4 is only valid for low freqnencies. For higher
frequencies the parasitic capacitances also become more important.

The effect of the charge feed through on the output node should also be further investigated,
and the effect of the cascaded switches on the performance of the DAC.

In addition, the effect of the segmentation in this design was anal.yzed with constant timing
accuracy to be able to make a clean comparison between the 7/5 design with the 6/6 design.
But there are more possibilities: the sizes for the transistors of the latches and drivers could be
optimized to enhance performance of the DAC.
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Appendix A

Circuits implementations

In this chapter the circuits implementations of the design are listed.
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A.I Circuit implementation of the complete DAC
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Figure A.I: Implcmentation of thc complete DAC
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A.2 Circuit implementation of the 20uA buffer
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Figure A.2: Implementation of the 20pA buffer

Circuit ilnplelnentation of the 50uA buffer
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Figure A.3: Implementation of the 50/tA buffer
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Circuit implementation of the 200uA buffer
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Figure A.-1: Implclllcutation of the 200p A buffer
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A.5 Circuit implementation of the 20uA logic gate
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Figure A.5: Implementation of the 20l'A logic gate

A.6 Circuit implementation of the 50uA logic gate
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Figure A.6: Implcmcnt.ation of thc 50ttA logic gatc
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A.7 Circuit implementation of the column decoder

Figure A.7: Implemcntation of thc coluIlln dccodcr



A.8. CIRCUIT IMPLE1\IENTATION OF THE HOIV DECODER

A.8 Circuit impleluentation of the row decoder

Figure A.8: Implementation of the row decoder

A.9 The locations of the different types of local decoders
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Figure A.9: The location of the different types of local decoders
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Circuit implementation of local decoder type 1
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Figurc A.IO: Implementation of the local decoder t,vpe 1

Circuit implementation of local decoder type 2
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Figure A.ll: Implementation of the local decoder type 2

Circuit implementation of local decoder type 3
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Figure A.I2: Implemcutation of the local decoder type 3
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A.13 Circuit implementation of local decoder type 4
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Figure A.13: Implementation of the local decoder type -l
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A.I4 Circuit implementation of the master latch and buffer
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Figure A.14: Implementation of the master latch and buffer

A.I5 Circuit implementation of the slave latch
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Figure A.15: Implementation of slave latch
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A.16 Circuit implementation of the driver
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Figure A.16: Implementation of the driver

Circuit implementation of the unit current cell

Figure A.17: Implementation of the unit currcnt cell



Appendix B

Layouts

In this chapter the Layouts of the logic gates are listed. The layout of the rowjeolmnn decoder
anel the complete decoder it self is not listed, this because the large size of the layouts.
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B.l Layout of the 20uA buffer

Figure B.1: Layout implementation of the 20pA buffer

B.2 Layout of the 50uA buffer
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Figure B.2: Layout implementation of the 50ltA buffer



D.8. LAYOUT OF THE 2()()UA. BUFFER

B.3 Layout of the 200uA buffer

Figure B.3: Layout implementation of the 200fl.A buffer

B.4 Layout of the 20uA and gate

Figure B.4: Layout implementation of the 20/lA and gate
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B.5 Layout of the 50uA and gate

Figure 3.5: Layout implementation of the 50pA and gate

B.6 Layout of the 20uA or gate

Figure' B.G: Layout implementation of the 20pA or gate



D.7. LAYOUT OF THE 50UA OR GATE

B.7 Layout of the 50uA or gate

Figure B.7: Layout implementation of the 50"A or gate
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